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Vivanation Fitness Studio started in Lucknow INDIA in June-2014,

and soon became the hotbed for the development of training

techniques, equipment and nutritional concepts that formed the

foundation for the modern fitness revolution.
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About Us

Vivanation Fitness Studio started in Lucknow INDIA in June-2014, and soon became the hotbed for

the development of training techniques, equipment and nutritional concepts that formed the

foundation for the modern fitness revolution.

In a very short span of time  Vivanation Fitness Studio has being started to be recognized for its

passion for fitness and lifestyle with a very optimistic, personalised client approach for each and every

member.

Promoted by Founder & Owners Amit K Sharma & Mrs.Gyalmo A Sharma Vivanation Fitness

Studio is slowly and steadily carving its name in the Fitness Industry and building a reputation to

reckon with.   Vivanation Fitness Studio is acknowledged for its unrivalled success in providing the

finest equipment and fitness knowledge available to help its members achieve their individual

potential. It follows a globally proven fitness training module with state-of-the-art infrastructure and

delivery methodology and continuous up gradation through training programs.    With certified trainers

and nutritional counseling, Vivanation Fitness Studio provides a comprehensive approach to the

health and well being of its clients. Whether your goals is to burn fat, tone or add muscle, build

strength, increase flexibility or improve your cardiovascular health, Vivanation Fitness Studio has

the atmosphere and experience you need to achieve...

For more information, please visit

https://www.indiamart.com/vivanation-fitness-lucknow/aboutus.html
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OTHER SERVICES

Yoga Classes Gym Services

Exercise Services Aerobics And Zumba Classes

P
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :School / College / Coaching / Tuition / Hobby Classes



CONTACT US

Vivanation Fitness
Contact Person: Amit K Sharma

Eldeco Express Plaza, Raibareli Road 
Lucknow - 226025, Uttar Pradesh, India
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